HARNESS AI FOR NEXT-GEN NETWORK MONITORING

Network Monitoring
Detect Network Issues in Real-Time and Speed up Triage
Every organization wants to predict and detect issues in its network before they escalate into emergencies.
More importantly, organizations would like to get to the true root cause of these issues and modify the way
they resolve them accordingly.
Legacy network monitoring tools, that only collect metrics from SNMP, are reactive and requires ongoing
tuning, and offer little value for fast remediation. In order to become proactive and reduce Time-To-Resolution,
IT professionals require a centralized solution for storage and analysis of log data. However, log management
tools are labor-intensive and costly, providing a non-scalable and less effective solution.

Introducing: Sophie For Network Monitoring
Loom Systems’ AI-powered platform, Sophie, uses advanced patented machine-learning algorithms to detect
and notify you about issues in your network.
Sophie automatically parses and analyses all of network devices’ logs, learns the baseline of your environment
and alerts on both previously known and unknown issues. By enriching the alerts with the root-cause and
insights, Sophie enables your team to become proactive and improve the Mean-Time-To-resolution.
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Metrics
Proactive Issue Detection

Build in Insights
and Recommendations

By auto-detecting anomalies, without the
need to set any alerting rules or thresholds,
Sophie empowers your team to become
proactive about network issues before they
escalate.

Sophie enriches incidents with corrective
insights and recommended resolutions,
dramatically reducing issue resolution
time.

Unlimited Centralized Log Storage

Reduce Alert Fatigue

Unlike log-management tools, that costs
by data volume, Sophie offers unlimited
centralized log storage. The ability to stream
and store all of their log data is essential
for IT teams looking for a gap-free hermetic
monitoring solution.

Sophie correlates all relevant events
into one consolidated incident, reducing
alert fatigue. Before an Incident is
created it’s measured against historical
events, making sure it doesn’t arise from
seasonality.

Native Integrations
Sophie integrates with your automation
workflow tools to auto remediate problems.
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